
Background on Swim Ontario(SO) / Swimming Canada (SNC) / Masters Swimming Canada (MSC) splitting off Masters 

Swimming Ontario (MSO) 

In the spring of 2017, SO/SNC/MSC requested MSO to release all personal information of its registered members.  MSO 

refused believing that to comply with over-riding confidentiality and disclosure of personal information legislation (i.e. 

PEPIDA) that full disclosure and permission to release is required from each and every registered member. 

In reaching out to masters swimmers, the feedback MSO received was split… there were masters who had no issue with 

their information being released to SO/SNC/MSC, and then there were masters who opposed the release of their 

information.  As a result MSO refused to release the personal information and SO/SNC/MSC then immediately delisted 

MSO as the organization representing masters swimmers in Ontario.  

With Worlds in Hungary, with many masters swimmers having already plans to travel and compete @Worlds, with 

Nationals in Quebec City as the last opportunity to obtain qualifying times for Worlds, SO/SNC/MSC created a one-time 

registration process for Ontario masters in order that Ontario masters swimmers could compete at both. 

 

Why did MSO not simply hand over the personal information to SO/SNC/MSC and move on? 

There are 3,000+ masters swimmers registered with MSO.  Of those 3,000 less than 20% compete, and even fewer 

compete consistently and even fewer (as in only a handful) are Ontario athletes who set National and World Records.  At 

Masters Swimming Provincials approximately 500-600 masters swimmers typically participate which amounts to <18% 

of all registered masters.  Therefore affiliation with SO/SNC/MSC for MSO was seen as not representative of the majority 

of its membership. The typical masters athlete trains with a masters clubs not to set records, not even to compete, but 

simply for fitness, for fun, for friends… hence the motto of MSO (Fun, Fitness, Friendship). 

 

The current state of masters swimming in Ontario: 

In order to affiliate with SO/SNC/MSC, masters swimmers must be ‘attached’ to a swim club.  Unattached registration 

with SO/SNC/MSC is not permitted.  Therefore, the criteria for a club to affiliate with SO/SNC/MSC is relevant to all 

swimmers.  The criteria set forth as of this Fall 2017 is: 

 Masters Swim clubs must be incorporated as not for profit associations. 

 The club must register with SO/SNC/MSC. Affiliation fees this year are waived, next year the fee will be $375, 

and then after $750. 

 Each swimmer with the club must be registered with SO/SNC/MSC, meaning no one is allowed to train with the 

team, no one is allowed at the team pool times unless they are registered (swimmers fee $60). 

 The coach must be registered with SO/SNC/MSC (fee $90), and must have NCCP credentials, if not then the 

coach must obtained with the year appropriate training (fee $250). 

 All Board members of the club must have Vulnerable Persons Screening performed (fee $60 each), 

 All Officials with the club must be registered with SO/SNC/MSC (fee $5 each). 

 All swimmers of the club must comply with and sign “rules of conduct” in order to be in good standing with 

SO/SNC/MSC. 

In total, the fees can easily add up to $1,000 a year and due to the need to incorporate over $2,000 in the first year 

alone. In order to affiliate with MSO, masters swimmers can swim ‘attached’ to a swim club or ‘unattached’, in either 

case the fee is $10. 



The current state of registration by masters clubs with SO/SNC/MSC versus MSO: 

Numerous smaller masters swim clubs have already made it known that they will not be seeking membership with 

SO/SNC/MSC, nor will they be amalgamating at this point with their local age group club to obtain membership with 

SO/SNC/MSC.   

This list now includes:  Milton Masters, Alderwood, North York, North Toronto, and Oakville and it can be projected that 

any small club (<50 members) will follow this pattern as the costs to affiliate are beyond the means of the club, or 

affiliation is simply not worth the cost due to the irrelevance of competition to the majority of the team membership. 

 

The current state of masters competitions in Ontario, Canada and internationally: 

SO/SNC/MSC are the only recognized bodies in Canada to FINA.  Only meets sanctioned by SO/SNC/MSC are recognized 

by FINA as meets where qualifying times for Worlds can be obtained and where World Records can be set by masters.  

Therefore, only meets sanctioned by SO/SNC/MSC are where National and Provincial Records can be set by masters. 

Masters Swimming Nationals are to be held in Calgary this year; because this meet is sanctioned by SO/SNC/MSC any 

masters swimmer planning to attend must be registered with SO/SNC/MSC thus a SO/SNC/MSC affiliated swim club. 

Masters Swimming Provincials (sanctioned by SO/SNC/MSC) has not been set as the meet is entirely dependent on 

masters swim clubs registering with SO/SNC/MSC.  Due to the significant changes in Ontario this year, SO/SNC/MSC 

likely need to wait to see how many clubs register and then will wait until one of the clubs requests to host Provincials. 

Masters Swimming Provincials (sanctioned by MSO) has not been set as MSO is in the same position as SO/SNC/MSC.  

Due to the changes, MSO likely needs to wait to see how many clubs register and then will wait until one of the clubs 

request to host Provincials. 

Because both SO/SNC/MSC and MSO can sanction masters meets in Ontario, there will be two sets of Provincial Records. 

Masters meets in Ontario cannot be dual sanctioned, that is they cannot be both sanctioned by SO/SNC/MSC and MSO, 

they are one or the other. 

 

The impact on masters competitions (swim meets) if small clubs do not affiliate with SO/SNC/MSC: 

Using the BMSC (Burlington Masters) Spring Splash as an example, the meet which is held annually in February typically 

has 30-40 clubs represented. Sometimes there would only be 1 or 2 athletes from a club, but with a max capacity of 150 

for the meet, it doesn’t take more than a handful of athletes from many small clubs to fill up the meet. Add in a few 

unattached athletes, and the meet is full. 

If access to the meet is limited because the meet is SO/SNC/MSC sanctioned and few masters can participate as a result, 

it is entirely possible that the participation level drops to a point where the meet is unsustainable. 

Another example is the Alderwood Teddy Bares Annual Yard Meet which will be sanctioned by MSO.  This club 

attempted to obtain sanctioning via SO/SNC/MSC but in finding the criteria too onerous have obtained MSO sanctioning 

instead.  With many masters clubs already registering with MSO and due to no sanctioning fees requested by MSO, it is 

entirely likely that this meet will not only have attendance but be able to continue to run year after year. 

 



Technicalities 

- Masters swim clubs can be registered both with SO/SNC/MSC and MSO, nothing prevents dual registration. 

 

- Masters swimmers can be registered both with SO/SNC/MSC and MSO, nothing prevents dual registration; 

however, the swimmer to be registered with SO/SNC/MSC requires that the club the swimmer registers with is a 

swim club which is registered with SO/SNC/MSC. 

 

- Masters swimmers can be registered as follows: 

o To be registered with MSO, masters can be ‘unattached’ or ‘attached’ with a MSO club, 

o To be registered with SO/SNC/MSC, masters must be attached to a swim club which is itself registered 

with SO/SNC/MSC, 

o The master can be registered with two different clubs in order to be registered with both SO/SNC/MSC 

and MSO. 


